CannaConductor provides cannabis processors with a solution that combines producer and raw material tracking to SZL Warehouse Management System. The application is designed to target cannabis processors who aspire to lead the industry in compliance and effective supply chain management. CannaConductor improves processing efficiency and reduces costs. Today’s growing concern for consumer safety and compliance paves the way for CannaConductor to provide the quality assurance, inspection capabilities, as well as ‘Seed-to-Sale’ tracking necessary for a state of the art cannabis processing facility.

**Solution Highlights**

- Provides quality control and inspection capabilities allowing for sampling and acquisition of OLCC/ODA/OHA certificates/licenses.
- Grading reports allow ease of calculation for payments to producers based on quality of product received.
- Uses standard SZL WMS functionality to track storage of intake as it awaits processing/packaging.
- Tracks the movement of goods (by origin of plant and lot #) throughout production and/or packaging lines for vendor accountability and reduced internal liability.
- Tracks production/packaging of finished product and tags: processor’s business name, licensee number, UID and process lot number, product identity, date product was made, net weight or volume in both US and metric scale, suggested serving size and number of servings per container, concentration of THC and CBD, and lab test results.
- Tracks shipments of finished product to retailers and wholesalers as well as generating a Bill of Lading.
- Tracks shipments of finished product to customers including producing a Bill of Lading.
Features

- Allows for Entry of Grower Contracts
- Grower Actual vs. Contract by Raw Material Item Code
- Tracks Actual Weights Received vs. Contracted
- Automatic Multi-Scale Interface
- Generates Detailed Receipts for Producers/Suppliers
- Create Custom Labels for Pallets of Incoming and Finished Products
- In-House Lot Traceability
- Receipts by Date Range
- Production by Date Range
- Shipment by Date Range
- QA Inspections by Date Range
- Integrated with Metrc for “Seed-to-Sale” Traceability
Using Savant GroSavvy

Around the world, previously held ideas about marihuana are changing. As medical and recreational marijuana experiences growing acceptance, new businesses and supply chains are emerging. Local, state and national authorities are creating guidelines and regulations to control the production and distribution of legal cannabis. To meet these challenges head on, CannaConductor developed a solution to manage the distribution operations of both cannabis growers and distributors while adhering to the emerging laws.

With perishable cannabis products, anything it encounters can contaminate it. To manage these concerns, the CannaConductor solution highlights the chain of custody from the producer to the final consumer and every transaction in between. The CEO of CannaConductor, explains, “CannaConductor is ahead of the curve with respect to government oversight. Today, most vendors are pulling contracts and nixing relationships if producers and processors can’t prove compliance. Tackling this task and taking into consideration the many complicated variables related to producers, wholesalers, retailers and end consumers, CannaConductor has positioned itself as a clear market leader.”

But the solution expands beyond just compliance and optimizes internal operations. Dynamic weight stations capture the suppliers or producer’s information, the tear-weight, lot, code date, and quality. Calculations are paperless and performed in real-time. With CannaConductor, producers get acute information regarding each transaction so they can rest assured that they are getting paid correctly for their product. The producer and its vendors can also track the quality (grading) of each producer’s receipt, as well as tracing both the raw material and finished product. This traceability function lowers the scope and cost of any potential recall or compliance violation and streamlines standard operating procedures.
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